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Introduction: A Guide
The death of a loved one is a central human experience and one of the most painful.
Biologically, human beings are born with a strong capacity and need for attachment to
others, first with our parents and siblings, then expressed later through friendships
and romantic relationships. Our deep attachments, especially in children and young
adults, are experienced as never ending, and yet all attachments inevitably end as we
age and die. The Cycle of Life, with its miracles and beauty, means we all must face
the death of our loved ones.
What should we expect to feel or experience after losing a loved one? The grieving
process often happens in several phases: the first month, the winter of grief, and the
new normal. This guide offers some explanation on each phase and a few coping suggestions. We hope it is helpful for you.
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The First Month
Unlike a breakup or a divorce, the death of someone
close to you is a permanent loss – you will never see
them again. Although we all grieve differently, there
are common features to the initial experience of loss:
•

You may know rationally that this person has
died, but it might not feel emotionally real. The
death might feel dreamlike or it may seem to be
happening “to someone else.” This sense of unreality is the way the mind copes with what seems
like the impossibility of the loved person being
gone forever.

•

When something unexpected happens, you might
for an instant forget your loved one is gone and
reach for your phone to give them a call. These
moments of forgetting happen because you have
mentally associated certain events and feelings
with the person you lost, and your mind hasn’t
gotten used to it yet.

•

It’s common for people to think they see their
loved one in a crowd, or hear their footsteps
coming up to the house. You might sense the
spiritual “presence” of your loved one, or think
of their appearance in your dreams as a kind of
visitation.

•

You won’t feel grief nonstop. All feelings come
to us in waves, as do our feelings of loss. You
might feel numb or “flat” about the loss, or not
think of it for moments or hours. Then at other
times the sense of the loss will come to you very
strongly. It’s not uncommon to cry several times a
day in the first month of grief. It’s very important
not to judge yourself, either for the moments of
numbness or the tears.
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Managing your grief in the first month will at times seem bewildering and make you
feel as though you’re not in control. Remind yourself this is a common feeling and
there is no right or wrong way to heal. Here are some suggestions to help you through
the first month:
•

Reach out to those who knew and loved the person you lost. Often people respond to the
shock of grief by withdrawing, afraid that they will burden their friends with their
grief. Remember that they are grieving, too. Sharing time and memories of your
loved one will help them as well as you.

•

Plan a memorial for your loved one. Funerals are important of course, but they can be
formal and often come days after the death. Arranging a get together with friends
and family of the person you lost a few weeks after the funeral can be a powerful
and inspiring experience. You can encourage people to bring pictures and take
turns telling stories about the person.

•

Being especially good to your body. You’re going through a painful transition and your
body needs special care. Give yourself extra time to sleep and relax, participate in
exercise you enjoy, get a massage or eat healthy foods that give you comfort. Taking care of your body will help you to cope better with your loss.

•

Being patient and kind to yourself. Many people grow impatient with their grief. “Why
aren’t I over this yet?” you may ask yourself. Grief cannot be rushed, it’s a process
of adjusting to a permanent change to your social world. Give yourself permission
to have whatever feelings come to you like sorrow, anger or loneliness. Although
it’s painful, letting these emotions wash over you instead of fighting them will help
you heal.

•

Spend time with people you feel close to. Although you may need time alone with yourself to grieve, be sure to spend time with the other important people in your life.
Arrange dinners or to attend local events with friends or family. If you can, visit a
close relative who doesn’t live nearby or take a weekend trip with out-of-town
friends.

•

Attend a loss support group. There are many local agencies and organizations, such as
Hospice, that run support groups for those grieving. These can make a real difference by providing an outlet with like-minded people if you find yourself overwhelmed.
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The Winter of Grief
After the brutal shock of the first month, gradually your “normal” life resumes. You
go through the motions like going to your job, taking care of your family and making
plans for the future. But the loss of your loved one stays with you, sometimes draining the energy from your daily tasks. Imagine doing all of the routine tasks of life –
cooking, walking the dog, driving to work – while wearing a heavy backpack that
makes each of those tasks more tiring. This is called the “winter of grief ” because the
loss is still very present, making it difficult to enjoy your life. But just as spring grows
from under the winter landscape, a return to the joy of life will start to emerge from
your sorrow.
•

During the early months of grief, you start to find times when you enjoy something the way you did before your loss. It might a dinner with friends when you
find yourself laughing or a compelling television series that absorbs you. These are
the green shoots of spring, the joy beginning to grow from within. You may feel
guilty that you’re starting to feel better, as if you’re betraying the grief you’ve been
carrying.

•

In the first month or two, it’s hard to think of a memory of your lost person without feeling the pain of their death. Now, you may find yourself reminiscing about
the person or laughing at something they did without feeling like crying.

•

There will be weeks when the grief returns and life seems empty without the person. Facing the reality that life will never be the same isn’t easy. And yet, there will
be other times when moving forward with your life, not forgetting the person but
living without them, will start to feel possible.
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During the Winter of Grief, it’s common to go through progression and regression
phases of healing – times where you feel you’re improving and then a few days or
weeks where you feel like it’s all painfully fresh. Here are some suggestions to help
you get through the winter of grief:
•

Organize your photos and videos of the person you lost. With friends or by yourself, putting together a photo album or a slide show on your computer, can be healing and
emotionally satisfying.

•

Write down your memories or the story of your relationship. For some, writing about your
memories of the person, from your earliest to your latest, has been shown to help
with the grieving process. You might want to share your writing with friends or
keep it just for yourself. Going back to what you’ve written may bring you joy in
the years to come.

•

Plan another get-together to celebrate the person you lost. Having another get-together six
months after your loved one’s death can be very helpful for everyone who shared
your loss. It will feel different from the first, less of sharing the shock of the loss,
and more a warm celebration and remembrance. It will help all of you to realize
that your collective memories continue to give life to the person, even though they
are gone.
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The New Normal
For some people, the grief remains intense and unbearable after a year. They are experiencing what psychologists call “complicated grief ” which is often helped by psychotherapy. For others, life returns to a new normal, a life of adjusted patterns and
routines created since losing your loved one.
One writer described it this way: “At first, the death of my wife was always on my
mind, she was directly in front of me. But by the first anniversary, she was in the
landscape of my life. She could easily be recalled and, at those moments, she was
front and center again. But then the tasks of life, and my other relationships would
call for my attention, and she would return to the landscape, always ready to be called
up again.”
Some things to think about as you embrace the new normal:
•

Making a mental “place” for the person you lost. Now that you have recovered from the
shock and immediate grief, let yourself remember the person when they come to
mind. You might imagine how they would feel about changes you made since
their death like a new job, house or child.

•

Gathering the meaning of your loss. Each person in our lives evokes different experiences of ourselves. One reason we grieve is because we lost the person we were
along with the person who died. Once the shock of grief has passed, we can appreciate and remember the version of ourselves that person helped us to be.

•

Consider what you’ve learned. Even the most difficult experiences can leave us stronger than we were before. Consider what you’ve learned about surviving the death
of someone you loved. What does that tell you about yourself ? Appreciate the
stages of grief and how you came through it. How would you help a close friend
going through a loss like yours?

Coping with grief is one of life’s biggest challenges, but if you can remain patient
and open to your feelings, you will emerge a survivor. We hope the suggestions in
this guide provides you or someone you know with practical advice and coping strategies. The things you learn about yourself and the grieving process may even help
you nurture deeper relationships among your circle of family and friends
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About Rebounz
Rebounz is an interactive mobile app that provides individualized, situation-specific
solutions to support and guide you through life’s most stressful events. We’ve all experienced prolonged stresses, either through our own personal experiences or
through the experiences of those close to us.
Even with compassion and support from those around you, coping with these situations can seem impossible. Sometimes you may feel hopeless and alone in your pain.
Maybe you lack someone to confide in, feel like you’re bothering people with your
problem, or worry about being judged by others if you open up.
What if you had 24-7 access to an emotional support system that provided immediate and long-term solutions to help you through your situation? Providing nonjudgmental feedback. Easing suffering. Hastening healing. Empowering you as a
champion of your own well-being. Coaching you toward brighter, better days ahead.
Learn how Rebounz works at www.rebounz.com
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www.rebounz.com

